Hierarchical delivery of an essential host colonization factor in enteropathogenic Escherichia coli.
Many significant bacterial pathogens use a type III secretion system to inject effector proteins into host cells to disrupt specific cellular functions, enabling disease progression. The injection of these effectors into host cells is often dependent on dedicated chaperones within the bacterial cell. In this report, we demonstrate that the enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) chaperone CesT interacts with a variety of known and putative type III effector proteins. Using pull-down and secretion assays, a degenerate CesT binding domain was identified within multiple type III effectors. Domain exchange experiments between selected type III effector proteins revealed a modular nature for the CesT binding domain, as demonstrated by secretion, chaperone binding, and infection assays. The CesT-interacting type III effector Tir, which is crucial for in vivo intestinal colonization, had to be expressed and secreted for efficient secretion of other type III effectors. In contrast, the absence of other CesT-interacting type III effectors did not abrogate effector secretion, indicating an unexpected hierarchy with respect to Tir for type III effector delivery. Coordinating the expression of other type III effectors with cesT in the absence of tir partially restored total type III effector secretion, thereby implicating CesT in secretion events. Collectively, the results suggest a coordinated mechanism involving both Tir and CesT for type III effector injection into host cells.